Collective participation of Asian women in struggle for peace with justice required for reconciliation process

Posted on November 25th, 2019

HSINCHU, Taiwan: Analysing and presenting their respective contexts of struggle for peace with justice and women’s participation in certain Asian situations, four panellists stressed the need for collective engagement in advocacy in the session on ‘Towards Participation and Solidarity in Struggle for Peace with Justice’.

Helen Grace Salandres Paris from the United Church of Christ in the Philippines stressed on the need for Asian countries to 'develop own remedies for conflict management and resolution to pursue justice, contain conflict and replace violence and war with peaceful and effective means to address injustices and resolve disputes.'

Helen Grace reiterated that solidarity required that people think and act in terms of the obligations as members of a global community, despite differences of race, religion, or nationality.

"We are responsible for actively promoting the dignity of the world’s poor through global economic reform, development assistance, and institutions designed to meet the needs of the hungry, refugees and the victims of war. Solidarity, the Bible reminds us, contributes to peace by providing a 'firm and persevering determination' to seek the good of all," she said.

Rev Hemalatha John from the Church of South India based her presentation on the rereading of the Scripture from a womanist perspective to reveal the role of women and men in violence and peace.

"The need of the hour today is the discerning ability of the Wise Woman as in the book of II Samuel. We live in a world filled with war and conflicts; women from every city must take courage to initiate and participate in conversations during antagonizing situations and people," explained Rev Hemalatha.

Focusing on women in labour migration and the multi-layer struggles of migrant domestic workers in Hong Kong, Yusmiati Vistamika Wangka, who works among migrant women workers in Hong Kong shed light on the struggles of migrant workers as well as the factors that affect the feminization of migration to Hong Kong.

Touching on the role of the Church in this matter, Yusmiati encouraged churches to raise awareness about migrant workers issues and disseminate information about safe migration and the risk of human trafficking.

"I invite churches in Asia to take action against the injustice that continues to occur among women migrant workers. Labour migration is an Asian reality and a living theology in Asia should also include a theology of solidarity with migrants," said Yusmiati Vistamika Wangka.
The panel presentation session was moderated by Arineh Minasian from the Armenian Apostolic Church in Iran (The Prelacy of Armenians in Isfahan and Southern Iran)
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1. Ecumenical Women’s Assembly concludes with calls for Asian women to be advocates and catalysts of reconciliation, renewal and restoration (HTTP://CCA.ORG.HK/HOME/NEWS-AND-EVENTS/ECUMENICAL-WOMEN-ASSEMBLY-COMPLETES-ITS-CAMPAIGN/WOMENS-ORGANISATIONS-STRONG-ATTENDANCE/)
2. Ecumenical womxn’s organisations should strengthen the Asian ecumenical movement, says AEWAC (HTTP://CCA.ORG.HK/HOME/NEWS-AND-EVENTS/ECUMENICAL-WOMEN-ASSEMBLY-COMPLETES-ITS-CAMPAIGN/WOMENS-ORGANISATIONS-STRONG-ATTENDANCE/)
5. Interfaith women representatives discuss spirituality and wholeness of life (HTTP://CCA.ORG.HK/HOME/NEWS-AND-EVENTS/INTERFAITH-WOMEN-REPRESENTATIVES-DISCUSS-SPRITUALITY-AND-WHOLENESS-OF-LIFE/)
7. Reconciliation is not just a biblical-traditional category of ecclesial discourse, says Japanese feminist theologian Sawaoka Fujikawa (HTTP://CCA.ORG.HK/HOME/NEWS-AND-EVENTS/ecumenical-womens-assembly-aewa-commences/)
8. Taiwanese indigenous woman theologian Vavaunililitaijagen (AFA) tells AEWAC, "Without truth, there is no true reconciliation; without justice, there is no reconciliation" (HTTP://CCA.ORG.HK/HOME/NEWS-AND-EVENTS/ECUMENICAL-WOMEN-ASSEMBLY-AEWAC-COMMENCES/)
9. Asian Ecumenical Women’s Assembly (AEWA) commences (HTTP://CCA.ORG.HK/HOME/NEWS-AND-EVENTS/ECUMENICAL-WOMEN-ASSEMBLY-AEWAC-COMMENCES/)
10. Asian Ecumenical Women’s Assembly (AEWA) pre-event focuses on action plans for HIV and AIDS advocacy across Asia (HTTP://CCA.ORG.HK/HOME/NEWS-AND-EVENTS/ECUMENICAL-WOMEN-ASSEMBLY-AEWAC-COMMENCES/)
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